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Observation of cascade complete-chaos
synchronization with zero time lag in laser diodes
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This paper reports the first experimental observation and theoretical description of zero time lag, complete-
chaos synchronization using three laser diodes coupled in a unidirectional cascade configuration. The master
laser is rendered chaotic by optical feedback from an external mirror. The output intensity of the master laser
is injected into an intermediate laser, and the output intensity of this intermediate laser is in turn injected into
a slave laser. The distances between the lasers are carefully adjusted such that the times of flight between the
lasers are equal to the delay time in the external-cavity of the master laser. When the three lasers are subject
to the same optical injection strength it is observed that their output intensities synchronize with zero time
lag. The chaos synchronization has been confirmed by time traces and synchronization diagrams of the three
laser outputs, and the null lag time has been measured from cross-correlation diagrams. Numerical simula-
tions based on single-mode rate equations are in good qualitative agreement with the experimental
observations. © 2006 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 140.1540, 060.4510, 140.5960.
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. INTRODUCTION
haos synchronization has received much attention since

he pioneering work of Pecora and Carroll,1 with particu-
ar emphasis being given to the implementation of chaotic
ata encryption. A large number of encryption schemes
sing optical systems have been reported, with efficient
essage encoding and decoding having been achieved.2–10

here have been extensive studies of synchronization of
oupled chaotic oscillators; see, e.g., Refs. 11 and 12. The
resent work acts to develop concepts from both of these
elds.
Because of their nonlinear response and ease of opera-

ion, the synchronization of semiconductor lasers subject
o optical feedback has been given particular attention13,
ith novel forms of chaos synchronization in unidirection-
lly coupled semiconductor lasers having been investi-
ated. These include anticipating synchronization14,15;
ual synchronization16,17; synchronization in a phase-
ocking scheme,18 and two-mode synchronization.19 Chaos
ynchronization has also been achieved in mutually
oupled semiconductor lasers.20–22 It was recently experi-
entally demonstrated that vertical-cavity surface-

mitting lasers can also be synchronized in both mutual23

nd unidirectional coupling configurations.24

Semiconductor lasers subject to optical feedback can
xhibit two different regimes of chaos synchronization, re-
erred to as complete synchronization and generalized
ynchronization. These regimes can be distinguished by
he lag time between the outputs of the synchronized
asers.25–27 In complete synchronization the lag time ��
etween the lasers is equal to the difference between the
ime of flight �c from the master laser to the slave laser
nd the round-trip time � in the external cavity of the
aster laser ���=� −��.28 The achievement of complete
c

0740-3224/06/050846-6/$15.00 © 2
ynchronization requires two similar lasers operating un-
er similar conditions. The other regime of synchroniza-
ion is termed generalized synchronization. Such synchro-
ization is more robust to parameter mismatches
etween the lasers and can be achieved by injection lock-
ng using strong optical injection29 or via optical fre-
uency detuning.30,31 In this regime the slave laser fol-
ows the dynamics of the master laser with a lag time
qual to the time of flight ���=�c�.

In this paper we demonstrate complete synchronization
ith zero time lag using three unidirectionally cascade-

oupled distributed feedback (DFB) lasers for the first
ime. The lasers are termed master, intermediate, and
lave lasers. The master laser is subject to optical feed-
ack from an external-cavity mirror, whereas the inter-
ediate and slave lasers are stand-alone lasers (open-

oop configuration).32,33

Complete synchronization has been widely studied in
aster–slave configurations, but no previous report has

een made of complete synchronization using a cascade-
oupled laser configuration. Generalized synchronization
ould be expected when a stand-alone intermediate laser
nd a stand-alone slave laser are coupled in a three-laser
onfiguration. However, within the operating parameters
hat are required to effect generalized synchronization,
here is a narrow window of operating parameters that
an induce the intermediate and slave lasers to achieve
omplete synchronization, as has been demonstrated in
he present work. The operating requirements to access
his window are that the master feedback strength
atches the injection strength of the master to the inter-
ediate laser, and matches the injection strength of the

ntermediate laser to the slave.
We have also demonstrated, for the first time to our
006 Optical Society of America
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nowledge, zero-time-lag synchronization between the
hree lasers. When the intermediate laser is synchronized
ith the master laser, the dynamics of the intermediate

aser is the same as that of an external-cavity laser with
elay time �, and therefore, in general the slave laser syn-
hronizes with a lag time of �c2−� (�c2 is the time of flight
etween the intermediate and slave lasers). In the
resent system, we consider a specific setup in which the
ight time from the master to the intermediate laser, �c1,
nd the flight time from the intermediate laser to the
lave, �c2, match the round-trip time � of the master ex-
ernal cavity. For this case the time lag is zero. It is
ointed out that in generalized synchronization, zero time
ag between the lasers cannot be achieved. Therefore the
resence of zero time lag gives further confirmation that
omplete synchronization has been achieved.

As such, this is the first report of complete synchroni-
ation of three lasers and also the first demonstration of
hree lasers synchronized with zero time lag in a cascade-
oupled configuration. The synchronization of three
ascade-coupled lasers was demonstrated previously34

nd was used to extract messages in wavelength-
ultiplexed chaotic communications.35 However, in those

emonstrations the observed lag time between any two
asers was equal to the corresponding time of flight, and
herefore the observed behavior was generalized, not com-
lete synchronization.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes

he experimental setup. Section 3 presents the experi-
ental results on cascaded synchronization without time

ag between three laser diodes. Section 4 presents the the-
retical model used for the numerical simulations, which
re presented in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 provides a
ummary of the results and the conclusion from the work.

. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
igure 1 depicts schematically the experimental setup in
hich three DFB lasers are used as the master laser

ML), the intermediate laser (IL), and the slave laser
SL). The emission of each laser is collimated by an as-
heric lens. The mirror M1 forms for the ML an external

ig. 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental setup. ML, mas-
er laser; IL, intermediate laser; SL, slave laser; �, external-
avity round-trip time of the ML; �c1, time of flight of ML–IL; �c2,
ime of flight of IL–SL; BS, beam splitter; NDF, neutral density
lter; M, mirror; OI, optical isolator; CA, coupling attenuator;
WP, half-wave plate; PD, photodetector.
avity with 42 cm length that gives a round-trip time of
=2.8 ns. The neutral density filter NDF is used to vary
he optical feedback ratio so that the ML is rendered cha-
tic. The ML is coupled to the IL through the beam split-
ers BS1 and BS3, and the IL is coupled to the SL through
2 and BS5. By these means, the lasers are coupled in a

ascade configuration. The unidirectional coupling be-
ween the lasers is ensured by the optical isolators OI1
nd OL2, which each provide −33 dB isolation. The half-
ave plates HWP1 and HWP2 are used to adjust the po-

arization of coupling light with respect to the polariza-
ion of coupling laser emission. The coupling attenuators
A1 and CA2 are used to adjust the coupling ratios be-

ween the ML and IL and between the IL and SL, respec-
ively. The isolator OI3 prevents back reflection from the
hotodetector PD3. The output of each laser is detected by
2 GHz bandwidth photodetectors PD1, PD2, and PD3
hrough BS2, BS4, and BS5, respectively. The photodetec-
ors are all positioned at the same distance �73 cm� from
he corresponding laser to ensure a zero lag time. The
utputs of the photodetectors are recorded with a 4 GHz
andwidth digital oscilloscope with 10 GS/s sampling
ate.

To observe complete chaos synchronization between the
hree lasers, two conditions need to be satisfied. First, the
ptical frequencies of the lasers have to be identical. The
asers used for the experiment are driven by low noise
urrent sources, and the bias currents are set as JM
30.73 mA, JI=31.6 mA, and JS=34.7 mA (corresponding

o 2.34Jth, 2.40Jth, and 2.68Jth respectively, where Jth is
he threshold current of the free-running laser). The tem-
eratures of the ML �28.55° C�, IL �24.8 °C�, and SL
24.23 °C� are controlled with an accuracy of ±0.01 °C.
or these operating parameters, the lasers support
ingle-mode emission at a wavelength of 1549.02 nm with
0 dB side-mode suppression.
Secondly, the coupling ratios between the ML and the

L and between the IL and the SL have to be the same as
he optical-feedback ratio of the ML. In the present ex-
eriment the optical-feedback ratio is adjusted to 2.4% of
he ML output power, and suitably the optical injection
atios are adjusted to 2.4%.

In order to observe zero-time-lag synchronization re-
ime, a third condition must be met; the time of flight �c1
rom the ML to the IL and the time of flight �c2 from the
L to the SL must be the same as the external cavity
ound-trip time �. In the experimental setup the distances
etween the ML and the IL and between the IL and the
L are set as 84 cm, which is twice the external cavity

ength. This gives �c1=�c2=�=2.8 ns.

. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
igure 2 displays the waveforms of the chaotic outputs of

he three lasers in the complete synchronization regime.
he waveforms have been recorded with 1000 data points
ith a 10 ns time interval. For clarity, the time traces of

he IL and the SL are displaced; the upper trace is the
utput of the ML, the middle trace is the output of the IL,
nd the lower trace is the output of the SL. The wave-
orms are seen to be synchronized, and the time shift be-
ween them is zero.
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The quality of chaos synchronization and the lag time
etween the waveforms of any two lasers can be quanti-
ed by the synchronization diagram and the maximum of
he cross-correlation coefficient C��t�. Figure 3 displays
esults when zero-time-lag synchronization is achieved.
he synchronization diagrams were obtained from the
ime traces recorded with 200 000 data points spanning a
�s time interval. C��t� was obtained by calculating the

orrelation coefficient between the outputs of two lasers
hen the output of one laser is continuously shifted an
mount �t with respect to the output of the other laser
time traces with 25 000 data points spanning a 400 ns
ime interval were used).31 The function C��t� reveals the
nternal periodicity of the waveforms; the periodicity at
he relaxation oscillation period corresponds to the time
nterval between two consecutive peaks of C��t�, and the
eriodicity at the external-cavity delay time corresponds
o the time interval between two consecutive envelope
eaks of C��t�.

ig. 2. Experimental time series of the synchronized chaotic la-
er outputs.

ig. 3. Experimental results. Synchronization diagram (a) of
he ML versus the IL, (c) of the ML versus the SL, and (e) of the
L versus the SL; cross-correlation diagram (b) of the ML and the
L, (d) of the ML and the SL, and (f) of the IL and the SL.
The time lag �� between two lasers is measured by the
ime shift �t at which the cross-correlation coefficient is
aximum. If the lasers are in complete synchronization,

he maximum coefficient occurs at �t=�c−�=0. On the
ther hand, if the lasers are in generalized synchroniza-
ion, the maximum coefficient occurs at �t=�c=2.8 ns.

The synchronization diagram of the ML versus the IL is
isplayed in Fig. 3(a), from which it can be seen that good
uality synchronization is achieved. In Fig. 3(b) C��t� is
hown to peak at �t=0 [this peak is dominant compared
o the subpeaks at �t= ±2.8 ns; the maximum cross-
orrelation coefficient is C�0�=0.83]. This proves that the
L and the IL are synchronized with zero time lag, i.e.,
ith no lag time between them.
The synchronization diagram of the ML versus the SL

s displayed in Fig. 3(c). The degree of synchronization is
educed compared with Fig. 3(a), but it can clearly be
een that the lasers are synchronized. The cross-
orrelation diagram [Fig. 3(d)] has a dominant peak at
t=0 [the maximum coefficient is C�0�=0.65], which
roves that the ML and the SL are also synchronized
ithout a lag time.
The synchronization diagram of the IL versus the SL is

isplayed in Fig. 3(e). From this figure it can be seen that
ood quality synchronization is also achieved. The cross-
orrelation coefficient displayed in Fig. 3(f) also peaks at
t=0 [the maximum coefficient is C�0�=0.71], which indi-
ates again good synchronization without lag time.

. MODEL
n this section we present the theoretical model used to
escribe the above experimental findings. Each laser is
odeled using single-mode rate equations. The equations

or the ML include a delayed term for optical feedback,
he equations for the IL include a term representing opti-
al injection from the ML, and the equations for the SL
nclude a term representing optical injection from the IL.
he equations are

ĖM = k�1 + j���NM − 1�EM + �TEM�t − ��exp�− i�0��

+ �D�M�t�, �1�

ṄM = �n�J − NM − NM�EM�2�, �2�

ĖI = k�1 + j���NI − 1�EI + �IEM�t − �c1�exp�− i�0�c1�

+ �D�I�t�, �3�

ṄI = �n�J − NI − NI�EI�2�, �4�

ĖS = k�1 + j���NS − 1�ES,

+ �REI�t − �c2�exp�− i�0�c2� + �D�S�t� �5�

ṄS = �n�J − NS − NS�ES�2�. �6�

ere EM, EI, and ES (NM, NI, and NS) are the slowly vary-
ng complex amplitudes (carrier densities) of the master,
ntermediate, and slave lasers, respectively. The lasers
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re assumed to have identical free-running optical fre-
uency ��0� and parameters; k is the cavity loss, � is the
inewidth enhancement factor, D is the spontaneous emis-
ion noise intensity, � is a Gaussian white noise, �n is the
nverse carrier lifetime and J is the normalized injection
urrent �Jth=1�. �M is the feedback strength, and�I and �S
re the injection strengths.
It can be observed from Eqs. (1)–(6) that when �M=�I

�S and D=0 the lasers can be synchronized with the
lowly varying complex amplitudes related as

EI�t − ��exp�− i�0�� = EM�t − �c1�exp�− i�0�c1�, �7�

ES�t − ��exp�− i�0�� = EI�t − �c2�exp�− i�0�c2� �8�

nd the output intensities related by

IS�t� = II�t − �c2 + �� = IM�t + 2� − �c1 − �c2�. �9�

n particular, when �c1=�c2=� the intensities are synchro-
ized without a lag time.
In generalized synchronization the output intensities of

he lasers are related by the usual lag times, which are
he flight times between them:

IM�t� = a1II�t + �c1�, II�t� = a2IS�t + �c2�, �10�

ince the lasers are identical, a1=a2=a; an approximated
nalytical expression for the coefficient a was given in Eq.
10) of Ref. 36.

In Section 5 we show that, in spite of the important
implifications of the model (which neglects the detailed
eedback geometry of the DFB grating and the nonlinear
ain saturation due to spatial and spectral hole burning),
he simulations from this model are in good qualitative
greement with the experimental observations.

. NUMERICAL RESULTS
he equations are simulated with the parameters
=600 ns−1, �n=1 ns−1, �=3, �c1=�c2=�=3 ns, �0�=0 rad,
=2.4, and D=10−5 ns−1. With 5 ps time integration step,

ime traces are obtained as output intensities of the lasers
IM,I,S= = �EM,I,S�2�. A digital low-pass filter is applied to
he intensity time series to simulate the 4 GHz band-
idth recording. The correlation functions are calculated
sing time series spanning 1 �s.
Figure 4 displays results when the master laser exhib-

ts weakly developed chaos ��M=50 ns−1�, and the injec-
ion parameters satisfy the complete synchronization con-
ition ��M=�I=�S�. The synchronization diagrams and
ross-correlation plots show features remarkably similar
o the experimental observations. In the three cross-
orrelation plots the peak at �t=0 is dominant with re-
pect to the peaks at �t= ±3 ns. The maximum cross-
orrelation coefficient is, for the ML–IL C�0�=0.94; for the
L–SL C�0�=0.8, and for the IL–SL C�0�=0.78.
Figure 5 displays the chaotic waveforms of the ML (up-

er trace), the IL (middle trace), and the SL (lower trace).
ero time lag synchronized chaotic oscillations are clearly
bserved.

The numerical simulations indicate that the complete
ynchronization solution of the three lasers is stable both
n the parameter region, where the master laser exhibits
eakly developed chaos, and in the parameter region,
here it exhibits so-called low-frequency fluctuations

which case is not presented here).
For comparison, the optical injection strengths of the

L and the SL are much larger than the feedback strength
f the ML (�I=�S=8�M=400 ns−1; other parameters as in
ig. 4). In Fig. 6 generalized synchronization is achieved
ith time lags. In obtaining Figs. 6(a), 6(c), and 6(e), the

ime lags between the lasers have been taken into ac-
ount. In Figs. 6(b), 6(d), and 6(f), the dominant peak in
he cross-correlation diagrams occurs at �t=3 ns �C�3�
0.96� for the ML–IL; �t=6 ns �C�6�=0.86� for the ML–
L; �t=3 ns �C�3�=0.95� for the IL–SL.
Figure 7 displays the numerically simulated intensity

ime traces in generalized synchronization regime. As in

ig. 4. Numerical results for parameters such that �M=�I=�S
50 ns−1. (a) Synchronization diagram of the master laser versus

he intermediate laser, (b) the corresponding cross-correlation
iagram as a function of time shift �t, (c) the synchronization
iagram of the master laser versus the slave laser, (d) the corre-
ponding cross-correlation diagram, (e) the synchronization dia-
ram of the intermediate laser versus the slave laser, and (f) the
orresponding cross-correlation diagram.

ig. 5. Numerically simulated output intensities in complete
ynchronization (parameters as in Fig. 4).
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ig. 2, the time traces of the IL and the SL are displaced
or clarity (the arrows indicate the synchronization lag
oints). It is observed that the chaotic oscillations are
ynchronized with lag times corresponding to the flight
imes �c1=�c2=3 ns.

. CONCLUSIONS
e have studied experimentally and theoretically zero-

ime-lag synchronization of three DFB lasers in a unidi-
ectional cascade configuration. We have considered a
etup consisting of a master laser that is subject to optical
eedback, an intermediate laser that is subject only to op-
ical injection from the master, and a slave laser that is
ubject only to optical injection from the intermediate la-
er. From this we have demonstrated, for the first time to

ig. 6. Results of numerical simulations with parameters corre-
ponding to generalized synchronization (�T=50 ns−1, �I=�R
400 ns−1). Synchronization diagram (a) of the ML versus the IL,

c) of the ML versus the SL, and (e) of the IL versus the SL; cross-
orrelation diagram (b) of the ML and the IL, (d) of the ML and
he SL, and (f) of the IL and the SL.

ig. 7. Numerically simulated output intensities in the gener-
lized synchronization regime (parameters as in Fig. 6). The ar-
ows indicate the lag times between the synchronized intensities.
ur knowledge, complete chaos synchronization of the
hree lasers without a time lag. For such synchronization,
hree conditions have to be satisfied. (1) The lasers need
o operate at the same wavelength. (2) The optical feed-
ack rate of the master laser should be equal to the opti-
al injection rates of the intermediate and slave lasers. (3)
he flight times of master–intermediate laser and the

ntermediate-slave laser need to match the delay time of
he master external cavity.

The cross-correlation diagrams have shown that the
hree lasers are in complete synchronization with the
aximum cross-correlation coefficient for zero time lag.
ased on a simple model for three coupled single-mode la-
ers, the experimental findings have been qualitatively
ell reproduced theoretically. The proposed scheme can
lso be employed to synchronize with zero time lag any
umber of slave systems to a master system that has a
ime delay, as long as the time of flight between each sys-
em is equal to the master delay time.
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